INKTENSE RANGE
PURE, VIBRANT WATERSOLUBLE INK PENCILS

INKTENSE
6 Pencil Blister
Ref: 0700927
Contents: Sun Yellow,
Poppy Red, Violet,
Bright Blue, Field Green,
Ink Black.

12 Pencil Tin
Ref: 0700928
Contents: Sun Yellow,
Tangerine, Poppy Red,
Fuchsia, Deep Indigo,
Sea Blue, Teal Green,
Apple Green, Leaf Green,
Baked Earth, Bark, Ink Black.

24 Pencil Tin
Ref: 0700929
Contents: All 24 colours
“I found the Inktense pencils a fascinating
new product with many aspects to explore.
They are definitely very intense of colour
and can be used in a whole range of
techniques and effects.”

• Inktense washes out like ink.
• Firm texture like a pen.
• Bright, vibrant shades are transluscent.

Artist:

ogan
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Tony Hogan

“Beautifully vibrant versatile pencils
used dry to create depth or wet to
release intense colour.”

72 Tub
Ref: 0700930
Contents: 3 of each
pencil in the range

• The clarity and transparency of the
wash is excellent.
• Very little water is needed to make
the colour go a long way.
• Quick drying, very little bleed occurs.
• Can be used in conjunction with
watersoluble media, eg. Graphitint,
Aquatone, Watercolour pencils.
Artist: Trudy Friend

Stephen Ormerod

• Once dry, the colour wash is
permanent and can be washed over
with other media, wet or dry.

Artist: Linda

Stevens

…brilliant colour at a stroke
Item No: 0700934

…brilliant colour at a stroke

INKTENSE
This fabulous new pencil from Derwent combines the
brilliant intensity of pen and ink with the versatility of line
and wash. Inspired by the traditional painting styles of the
East, Derwent Inktense can be used dry for rich, intense

1. Blossom painted as a wash.
2. Sharpen Fuchsia and Poppy
Red into palette and add
water to produce a wash.

1.

RANGE

2.

1. Leaf and Field greens are
combined for distant trees.
2. Wet brush touches the tip of
each of the green pencils, the
resulting blend is then
transferred to paper to depict
image of distant trees.

I01 Sherbet Lemon
I02 Sun Yellow

1.
2.

colour or washed out with a little water to create a vivid

I03 Tangerine
I04 Poppy Red

translucent effect. Once dry, the colour is permanent and can

I05 Chilli Red

be worked over with other media. For a vibrant line and wash

I06 Shiraz

effect, draw a sketch with the non-soluble Inktense Outliner, add

I07 Fuchsia

colour with Inktense then apply a light wash.

I08 Violet
I09 Iris Blue

Derwent Inktense is available in 23 strong, vibrant colours which work
beautifully on their own or can be mixed together to create rich, subtle

I10 Bright Blue

tones. The pure, clear colours are perfect for bold, expressive

I11 Deep Indigo

drawings, including fashion illustration, landscapes and stylised

I12 Sea Blue

greetings cards. As versatile as watercolour pencils, but with a

I13 Teal Green

firmer texture, Derwent Inktense performs like traditional ink.
Artist: Angela Gaughan

COLOUR

I14 Apple Green

Derwent Inktense is available individually, in a blister pack of six or in assorted

I15 Field Green

tins of 12 or 24. The non soluble Inktense outliner is available separately and

I16 Leaf Green

is included in the tin of 24.

I17 Mustard
I18 Baked Earth

“I found the intensity of colour in
the Derwent Inktense range very
exciting. There was pure brilliance
of colour when the pencils were
used dry and when water was
added it produced very thin
transparent washes. I am looking
forward to experimenting more,
the possibilities are endless.”

1. Stones drawn in Charcoal Grey.
2. Brush dipped in clean water
washes over dry drawing.

1.
Artist: Ca
role Gray

Angela Gaughan
“Instant, brilliant colour –
Fashion designers and illustrators
will be delighted.”

Trudy Friend
created this drawing
and explains some
of the techniques
she used in the
drawing process.

I19 Willow
I20 Bark
I21 Charcoal Grey
I22 Ink Black
I23 Antique White
I24 Outliner

2.

Linda Stevens
“What a statement you can make with
such a delicate pencil! Perfect for fine
work but with punchy glowing colours.”

da Steven
Artist: Lin

s

Carole Gray

INKTENSE RANGE
PURE, VIBRANT WATERSOLUBLE INK PENCILS
Derwent Inktense is available from fine art material suppliers.
For further information about the Derwent range of products log onto: www.pencils.co.uk

